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Fig. 5.

THE

USE OF THE

ADJUSTABLE

TAKE-UP

WEIGHT

13.

The weight
can be moved along the straight
wire A.B.
to suit
different
thicknesses
of wool.
For coarse wool, loosen the screw which
fixes the weight on the wire A.B. and move the, weight near to B, but
for fine wool, it should be moved nearer to A.
When the weight is in
the. desired .position,
tighten
the screw firmly.
The weimht should be
in such a position
as will cause the Take-up wire, No. 11, to lift. up
all the loose wool at each side of the m11Chine when knitting
heels and
toes or flat web, thus preventing
loops, without
t.here being any unnecessary tension on the wool.

TO CHANGE THE CYLINDER.
Remove the ribbing attachment
from the machine, as previously
explained.
Remove the clasp ring and take out all the cylinder ne.edles.
Turn the handle forward and stop with the Yam Guide at the back of
the machine, take out t,he two large screws which will be found underneath the cylinder.
The cylinder can now be lifted out. Put another
cylinder in and replace the two iarge cylinder screws, screwing them
firmly.

TO CHANGE TH E DIAL.

After removing the ribbing attachment from the machine, as
previously explained,
unscrew the nut underneath
the dial, take off
t,he dial and replace it with the one required for use. Take care that
the steady pin at the bottom of the dial spindle enters the corresponding
hole in the dial-this
will keep the dial rigid.
Replace the nut
underneath the dial, and screw up firmly.
TO COMMENCE KNITTING.
Remove ribbing attachment.
Remove clasp ring, place a cylinder
r'ylinder with latch open or turned down.

needle
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Replace clasp ring.
Set cylinder tension pointer at 5 or' 6.
Tnrn handle Forward and stop with yarn guitle at. right-hand
of machine.

."'Y

,

f
4;

Place bobbin of waste wool exactly under hole 5 in Yarn Cross,
pass wool up throllgh hole, through eyelet 7, under yarn lock 9, down
thrcmgfll hole 10, through book 20 in yarn guide, and finally down slot
of yarn guide then draw through approxima.tely
It (one-and-a-half)
yards of wool.
'Vith right hand place set-up basket down inside cylinder, hold
it underneath in left hand keeping hooks of set-up basket slightly down
below top ,of cylinder No. 33 (Fig.2).
Hold wool at the nearest part
to the yarn guide in rigjht hand and pass it under a hook of set-up
ba.sket and over highest cylinder needle.
Repeat passing wool under
a hook of set-up basket and round every alternate
cylinder needle
proceeding to left or anti-clockwise.
Continue to wh:>re needles are
depressed.
Still holding set-up basket turn handle forward and stop
with yarn guide at back of machine. The ne2dles which were depressed
will now be in action, continue the set-up, securing the loop on last
needle by twisting wool twice round.
Atta,ch weimht stand with t".o \y'eights to bottom of ,set-up basket~;
Tnrn handlE' forward and knit number of rounds required.

TO TAKE KNITTED

FABRIC

FROi1l1 MACHINE.

Break wool near hook 20 of yarn guide.
work underneath
the machine with left hand
slowly forward until work leaves machine.

GENT'S

If
I
:(
I

.

side

Remove weights,
and turn handle

~.,
hold~;
very. .

PLAIN SOCK WITH 1 AND 1 RIBBED TOP

Remove ribbing attachment.
Remove clasp ring, place a cylinder ne2dle in every aJternate
of cylinder.
Replace clasp ring, set up as previously
explained with spare wool, this time taking
the wool round every needle and not eve.ry
alternate
one.
Knit 20 rounds.
Replace ribbing attachment
as previously
explained making sure that lllg on dial fits
exactly behind dial post. Pbce a dial needle
with latch open in one of the grooves of
dial, leaving it projecting
slightly between
two cylinder needles and over empty cyl:nder
groove. Knit one rO1:nd then place a needle
with its latch open in each groove of dial.
Knit a few rounds.
Break wool and join cotton thread.
Knit two rounds. join wool from which
sock has to be macIe. After wool has commenced to knit in break cotton thread near
Yarn Guide, wind back surplus cotton on tn
patton bobbin.
Knit one complete round and put dial
needles out of action by moving welting; cam
lever to extreme right.
Knit 3 rounds, holding work down well.
move welting cam lever hack to extreme left.

groove
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Knit number of rounds required for top, apprDximatcly
50, amI
stop with yarn guide in front of maehine.
Change for plain knitting as fo]]ows:Remove clasp ring.
Transfer .stitches from all dial needles to cylinder needles and
remove ribbing attachment.
Knit number of rounds required fDr leg,
approximately
70/85, and stop with yarn guide in front of machine.
For the Heel.
Place bobbin of splicing under the hole 6 in yarn cross.
Thread
splicing through hole and atta{)h tn wool.
Knit 1 round and stop
with yarn guide in front of ll1aehine.
Take wool and .splicing-now
knitting together-from
between Yarn
LDck 9 and holp 10 and place in hook of take-up wire No. E.
Put all needles behind marked grooves of cylinder
raising them as high as they will go.

out of action by

While first half of heel is being knitted front part of work must
be 1~.iHddown firmly by hand.
Knit forward and stop with Yarn Guide at bade of machine.
Raise lllist needle in actIOn at rimht.
Knit backward and stop with Yarn Guide at ba.ck of machine.
Raise last ne.edle. in action a.t left.
Repeat last two rows of knitting until 14 stitches
The last needle .should be raised at left.

remain

in action.

'I'his completes first half of heel.
Hook heel wire into work about 2 rows below the third needle
in action at each side. Attach weight stand with one weight on end
of ,heel wire.
Knit forward and stop with Yarn Guide at back of maehine.
Depress a .needle at right making sure that latch is open.
Knit backward and stop
Depress a n€edie at left. *

with Yarn

Guide

at

ba{)k of ma{)hine.

Repeat last two rows until thel"(~ is only one needle up in action
in front of marked groove at each side of cylinder.
'rhe last needle
should be depressed at left.
Break splicing near Yarn Guide and wind surplus splicing back
op. to splicing bobbin.
:If""'.~- Knit forward and stop with Yarn Guide in front of maehinc.
. :pepress all needles at back of machine.
Unhook wool from take-up
\Vire., Knit number of rounds required for foDt, approximately
65/80,
nd stop with Yarn Guide in front of machine.

.

Follow instructions
given for heel up to ll1ark*.
Repeat last two rows of knitting
until all needles have been
depres.s,ed in front .of marked grooves.
Break splicing and draw surplus splicing back on to splicing bobbin.
Knit forward and stop with Yarn Guido at front of mathine.
Dppress all needles at back of machine.
Knit 2 rounds.
This completes sock. 'I~ofinish stitches of toe see Lesson 23.
The number of rounds given is only a guirl2, as wool varies according to different manllfactnrers.
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GENT'S 3 AND 1 RIBBED SOCK WITH 1 AND 1 RIBBED TOP.
Set up and knit approximately
of 1 and 1 ribbed top as explained
pattern.

,
J

Stop with Yarn
of machine.

I

60 rounds
in previous

Guide at right-hand

side

Change for 3 and 1 rib:Remove

clasp

ring.

Transfer
stitches on every alternate
dial
needle to a cylinder needle commencing with
the first dial needle in front of marked
groove at left-hand side of machine and proceeding left or anti-clockwise.

0

Replace
Knit approximately
at front of machine.
For the Heel.

70/85 rounds

clasp ring.
for leg and stop with Yarn Guide

Remove clasp ring.
Commencing at left-hand side of cylindl'r, transfer
stitches from
all dial needles in front of marked cylinder grooves on to cylinder
needles.
Replace elasp ring.
front of machine.

Knit

5 round:,; and stop with Yarn

Guide at

<-Place bobbin- of splicing under hole 6 in yarn cross, passing
splicing up through hole, attach it to wool and knit;
round.
Take out driving pin No. 62.
Take wool and splicing now knitting together from between yarn
lock No.9 and hole No. 10: ~l!ld place in hook of take-up wire No. 11.
Raise all needll's behind marked grooves of cylinder as high as
they will go.
\Vhile first half of heel is being knitted front part of work must
he held down by hand.
Knit forward and stop with Yarn Guide at back of machine. Raise
last needle in action at right.

u

'.

Knit backward [lud stop with
Raise la:;t needle in action at left.

~

Repeat last 2 rows of knitting until
'fhe last needle should be mised at left.

I

t
(

Yarn

Guide

at

back

of machine.
\

14 stitches

remain

in adion.

This completes first half of heel.
Hook heel wire into work about 2 rows below the third needle
in action at each end. Attach weight stand with one weight on end
of heel wire.
Knit forward and stop with Yarn Guide at back
Depress a needle at right (making sure latch is open).

of machine.

Knit backward and -stop with Yarn
Depre.ss a needle at left."

of machine.

Guide

at back

Repeat last two ro\v-s until there is only one needle up in action
in front of marked groove at each side of cylinder.
The last needlei
shon]d he depressed at left.

l
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Break Rplicing near Yarn Guide and draw all surpluR splicing hack
on to splicing bobbin.
Knit forward and ,stop with Yarn Guide at f]'Qnt of machine.
Depress all needles at back of machin~. Put in driving pin taking
care that it enters the hole in the timing plate.
Unhook wool from
take-up wire.
Knit approximately
65/80 rounds for foot anLl Rtop
with Yarn Guide, in front of machine.
For the To'e.
Follow instructions
for heel from * to *.
Repeat last two rows until all needles in front of marked grooves
have been depressed.
The last needle should be depressed at left.
Break splicing near Yarn Guide and draw surplus splicing back on
to splicing bobbin.
Knit forward ~md stop with Yarn Guide at front of mIl-chine.
Depress all needles at hack of maohine.
Put in driving pin and
unhook wool from take-up wire.
Knit 2 rounds.
This will complete sock. 'fo finish stitches of toe see Lesson 23 .
The number of rounds given is only a guide as wool varies ac.cording to different mftnufacturers.
TO KNIT SOCKS CONTINUOUSLY.
Having finished one sock continue as follows:Remove clasp ring.
Place a dial needle in every empty groove of dial and transf~r
stitcheR from corresponding cylinder needles on to dial needles.
Turn handle forward and stop with Yarn Guide in front of machine.
Break the wool, join on cotton thread.
Another sock can now be commenced.
In the knitting of plain socks continuously
care must be taken in
the repJacing of the ribbing attachment
that the lug under dial fitR
exactly behind dial post.
NOTE.-When
weights nmr the floor remove the sei-up basket
and pass the work through the buc1de No. 5:3. Attach weight stand
with weight06 to bottom of buckle.
The bucldc must always be moved
up t,he work when the ,,'eights near the floor.
TO FiNISH

THE STITCHES OF nlE

TOE.

Leave the sock or stocking the right side out. Press the too with
a holb iron, first laying a damp cloth over the stitches.
Unravel t,ho
two rounds which were knitted
after the toe was completed,
and
break off the wool except about ~ of a yard.
Thre-ad the end of the wool through a short
darning
needle,
pass
the
needle
down
through the first stitch and up through the
second on tha,t side of the toe which is
nearest
to you, draw the wool carefully
throug,h so as not to unravel
the next
stitches.
Now pass the needle throu.gh the
corresponding
stitches on the opposile sid~
of the toe. again drawing the wool carefully through.
Pass the needle down through
tJ:J.e second and up through the third stitch
on the side nearest to you, and repeat on the
opposite side, and so on, pa:>sing the needle
down through the last, stitch through which
the needle has passed, then up through 11
new stitch alternately
on each side of toe.
H care is taken not to split. or nnravol tho
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stitche,R, and the wool used in sewing is drawn just tight enough to
make the samesizo of stitch a,s that formed by t,he machine, the seam
will he almost invisible.
TO SEPARATE

STOCKINGS

OR SOCKS.

Cut the cotton thread in four places at opposite sides of the stocking
or sock. Then take hold of each end separately and draw it firmly
but carefully out, and a perfect selvedge will remain,

~
,1

TO MAKE A SELVEDGE
(I.E.,

~'

WITHOUT

IN PLAIN

RIBBING

KNITTING

ATTACHMENT).

Set tension to a suitable number.
Set up as previously explained with all needles in cylinder.
Break off wool, attach cotton thread.
Knit 2 rounds and stop with Yarn Guide at right-hand
machine.

side of

Raise all needles as high as they will go, commencing on centre
needle at back of machine and proceeding towards left until you reach
needles in action near Yarn Guide.
Turn handle forward until these
needles are clear of Yarn Guide and continue to raise all needles out
of action.
The handle can now be moved backward or forward when
necessary.
Break cotton, withdraw it from Yarn Guide and leave end hanging
inside cylinder.
Thread machine with wool for garment,
draw approximately
I!
yards from bobbin.
Make loop about 1 inch from end of wool and place it on centre
needle at back of machine.
Continue making a loop on each needle by twisting the wool round
next needle nearer left, placing forefinger of left hand on loop thus
formed until a similar loop has been made on next needle nearer left.
The wool must be wrapped round the needles fairly loosely and so that
it crosses on the inside of the cylinders.
See diagram.

When selvedge is completed bring Yarn Guide back to right-hand
side of cylinder.
Depres,s needles-making
sure latches are opencommencing on centre, needle at back of cylinder and proceeding left.
Draw slack wool back from machine on to bobbin. Turn handle forward
until Yarn Guide is at left-hand side of machine holding wool above
yarn until it commences to knit in. Depress remainder of needles and
proceed to knit number of rounds required.

"

GENERAL
SOME CAUSES

I""'ORMATION.

OF DROPPED

STITCHES.

'l'here are several causes of dropped stitches.
The chief cause is
a wrongly adjusted Yarn Guide.
If the cylinrler needles drop stitches,
the Yarn Guide must be too far away from the cylinder needles, or

\
\
I
I

I"
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too high up. If the former, the guide may be pressed in towards thc
centre of the cylindeT (whilst there are no needles in the cylinder), or
the Yarn Guide could be packed on the bracket, to :throw it nearer to
the needles. If it is too high up, follow the instructions on page 9 under
"How to adjust the Yarn Guide."
Another cause of plain stitches
dropping is the accumula:tion of yarn which felts between the cog ring
lug and the lug of thc cam shell.
This should be carefully cleaned
away.
When dial needles drop stitches, it is generally because the
Yarn Guide is too high up, or because the timing plate No. 66 has
movc'd out of position. . When that is the case, loosen the two scrcws
and pla.ce t,he pointer on the centre marl!:. Then screw up tightly.
See
note on " How to Time thc Ribber Cams."
All the scre,ws should be firmly screwed up, also the wing nut,
which secures the ribber ann to the cam .shell, and thc nut underneath
the dial, which secures the dial. If the yarn in use is quite unsuitable
for the cylinder in the machine, dropped stitches would be the result.
Then dropped stitches are often caused by bad winding.
When stitehes
drop in hee.ls and toes only, it is often through the wool looping. 1'his
can be remedied by sliding the adjustable weight on the take-up wire
nearer to B, Fig. 2. The weight should be in such a position as will
cause the take-up wire to lift up all t,he loose wool at each side, thus
preventing
loops. If the \Vool breaks when knitting flat web, 01' heels
and toes, his can be remedied by sliding the weight on the tak-e-up
wire nearer to A, Fig. 2. The clasp ring should always be round tho
cylinder when knitting.
Tensions.-After
changing the positions of the tension pointers,
care must be tak<:>n to tighten the screws firmly, otherwisc whcn the
machine is in motion it may suddenly stick or become immovable.
When using coarse, heavy wool, such as wheeling yarn, put the cylinder
tension pointer at the loosest position, also the dial tension pointer,
and the dial as high as it will go.
To ensure the same size of stitch when knitting from any special
woo], before changing the machine to suit another quality of woo],
make a note of the position of the tension pointers on the cam shell, and
on the ribber cam plate and adjusting cap. If those precautions
are
taken, the same .size, weight, and texture of .sock or stocking can bc
obtained at any future time.
The slightest variation in the tension, or
in the amount of weight attached to the work, will affect the size of the
article being knitted, making it larger or smaller, according to It looser
or tighter 't€nsion, or more or less weight b€ing used.
1'0 prevent odd work, a system of measurement
is recommended,
in addition to counting the rounds.
'rhe following is considered a good
plan to adopt :-N ail a tape me.asure to the edge of the bench or table
on the left hand side, close to the machin~.
When the required number
of rounds have been knitted
for the calf of the leg, draw the tape
measure to the bottom of the work. Place a pin or a mark of some
kind in the tape measure
to indicate
the length.
Proceed
to
knit the requir€d number
of rounds for the ankle.
Again draw
the tape measure, to the bottom of the work and pll1ge a pin or mark to
indicate \;he length of the. .ankle. All subsequent
stockings should be
measured in the same way.
Yarns vary in thickness, softness, .and
body, each of which causes difference in length, width, and tension,
therefore it is impossible to give fixed sizes and tensions which will be
accurate for all yarns, and it is advisable to keep a memorandum of all
articles made, giving yarn used, tensions, rounds knit'ted, fashionings.
etc., making alterations
which would be improvements
in the proportions.
Badly wound bobbins interfere with the r-egular working of tJ1P
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machine.
'fIle aperator shaulu .always watch the bobbin in arder to'
d'l"cct largc knot" hc,fare they reach the machine, to prevent breakages.

il:
,1
I I
I I
II

Broken NecdleS.- When the cylinder needles are being rais2d up
out of action, care must be taken to rais'B them as high as they will gO'
(with the clasp ring on), otherwi"e the needles will come intO' contact
with the cams and so cause '(,hebutt af the m~edle to break, and damage
the cams and cylinders.
When depressing the needles, push them down
as far as possible, taking care nat to close the latches.
If the bottom
portion of a cylinder needle has broken in the machine, it is not safe
'~o farce the machine raund in any way. Remove the top portian of the
broken needle.
It is sometimes possible to remove th", battam pieces
as well. If, hawever, the braken pieces cannat be found, it will be
neeessary to' take thp cylinder aut and carefully remave all the braken
pieces. If the needle is broken in such a way that '~he machine will not
turn at all, proceed as fallaws: .rake the driving pin out. Turn the
ribber cam plate raund (with the welting cam in action), until the
stitches are off aJl'~he dial needl~.
Put the welting cam out of action,
and turn it round once, slowly. Next take the ribbing attachment
off.
Naw take out all the cylinder needl2.s except those held by the 1'3.I11S.
Placo the needles in '~he pocket.
Take out both the cylinder SCI'2WS
!tnd lift the shell and cylinuer aff both together.
Naw turn the shell
round the cylinuer in the hands until you can 'take the needles out.
Bent latches are caused by the Yarn Guide striking thcm, wh:(\h mast
frequently happens if the handl" is turned quicldy when the!'e are no
stitches an the needles.
Bent or b'tiH latdles would make imperfect stitches, aha they would
cut tho yam and cause ,hales in the fabric.
They can be eu,i1jly
straightened
or loosened by manipulating
them between the fOl"cfi~lgcr
am] thumb or with a, pair of pincers.
Neeule

late-he" should open and close freely.

Splic1ng.-Splicing
is one or twofold yarn, and is used along with
other yarns for thickening
the heels and toes.
It is also used for
thickening the knees.
Double knees, 1leels, and toes a.re understaod
to be made wh€n splicing is used in this way. Splicing is made 1 and 2
ply, in colours to suit all yarns.
.-,

Diuiding
Cctton.-Cotton,
s2tting-up
cotton,
dividing
cotton,
separating
cotton, all mean the same thing.
It is cotton used for
setting-up or commencing 'the knitting, so that a perfect selvedg€- may
be obtaincd.
It i, alsO' used for dividing one sock or stocking from
another when knitting them continuously.
We snpply a cheap cotton
suitable far th;s purpo~e.
I
\
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THE

DU LEX MACH~NE.

~

Sma]]
/4

"Dnlex"

Cylinder
n;a Dinl

68-

Ordinary
Cvlinde;'
m~a Dinl

.511

This illustrates
the

smaller

smaller

cylinder

and larger

the

Dulex

and
cylinder

Machine

dial.
and

and
dial

fitted

also

with

shows

at the

the

side.
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INSTRUCTIONS

FOR CHANGING

DULEX

MACHINE

CYLINDERS.

Intructions for changing from the 4~ in. to the 3t in.
dia'meter machine.

--

The

Dulex

diameter

Machine

of cylinder,

is contructed

the adventage

so as to take. more thau
being

that

any

size,

oue

from

the

smaJlest tQ tIle largest sock or stocking can be made on the one machine.

,.
The usual and most useful sizes for general

purposes

are-

Diameter

Cylinder

Dial

84 needles

42 needles

60 ne.edles

30 needles

3! in.

Cylinder

Dial

Uiameter

108 needles

54 needles

4i in.

4i in.

Or, for finer purposes-.

8-1 needles
42 needles
3! in.
\
Any guage of cylinder and dial are intei"0hangeahle with above.
I

---

All that

is required

4~ in. machine,
changing

parts

consist

01' ribber cam plate,

set of dial needles.
dial needles
machine.

b:>-yond the working

iu the Sun machine instruction

of the

book, is the

of the parts to those which form the Dulex or 3! in. u1a-ehine.

'1\IH~extra
tappet

to be understood,

as described

of a 3! in. 01' Dulex

cylinder,

and elasp ring, set of cylinder

'l'he cylinder

are Jess in length

needles have longer butts
than

those

3& in. dial,
needJes,

and

(he-el), the

used in tlw ordinary

Sun

\

r

\--
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How to change from 4t in. to 3t in. diameter
cylinder and dial.
Remove all the. cylinder needles, take out the two screws, Nos. 8:3
and 84, lift the cylinder out of the cam shell, No. 36.
Before the 3t in. cylinder can be put in, the dial post No. 54 must
be brought nearer to the. cen'&l'e of the machine, thus :-Loosen
the two
screws, No. 81, which hold the dial post in position, and slide the dial
post inwards to extreme end of the slot, this will bring it to the same
relative posifi;ion when t,he 3t in. cylinder is in a.s it was to the 4! in.
cylinder, viz. :-Close
to the inside of the cylinder.
Put in the 3! in.
cylinder, and ,screws Nos. 83 and 84 for same. The lug on the inside
of the cylinder must not be placed Ileal' the dial post.
Tighten up
screws Nos. 81, 83 and 84. Put in the long butted (heeled) needles,
and PUlt, on the 3t in. clasp ring. It will be seen that the Yarn Guid~
No. 78 is too far away from the cylinder needles for t,hem to take
their stitches.

55
/

I
,
,

To bring the Yarn Guide No. 78 closer to the needl,es.
Remove the wing nut No. 80, and the washer, take the Yarn Guide
No. 78 away from the bracke'L remove the screw, and place the Yarn
Guide No. 78 on the inside of the bracket;
replace the screw, washer
and wing nut, and screw up very tightly.
The mark ou the Yam
GuidI:' should be placed level with the top of the bracket.
When the dial is raised or lowered, the Yarn Guide must also he
raised or lowered to corre>spond. 'l'he. hooks of t,he dial IlN,dles nulSt
pa.ss under the Yarn Guide without touching the gui(le.

" I
I
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To change the .dial and ribber cam plate
on Du~ex Machines.

I

1 "

" j:,

With thespa,nner
take off the nut No. 76, remove the 41. in. dial
and tappet, and replace same by the 3~ in. tappet and dial; take care
that the steady pin in dial spindle enters the corresponding
hole in
the dial. Put on the nut No. 76 and screw tightly with the spanner.
When the 4i in. cylinder and dial are again required,
the Yarn
Guide must be replaced on the outside of the bracket.
Place the
cylinder in, .and slide the post up to touch it. The lug on the inside
of the cylinder should be placed opposite the post, o'therwise it may
prevent the post going close to the cylinder.
The 4i in. tappet and dial
I11nst bc put on in place of the 3! in. tappet and dial.

BABY'S SOCKS.
On 60 x 30 x 3! inch cylinder and dial. Tight Tension, 3 ply soN wool.
Set up for 1 and 1 rib.
After knitting
three rounds with t,he
welting cam out of action for the welt, knit 7{) rounds for leg, change
front half of ribbing needles to plain; make heel as usual.
After the
heel put in three extra ribbing needles each side, ne,xt those already in;
transfer
stitches on to them; knit 25 nmnds for foot; transfer
the
ex\';ra ribbing stitches back to plain needles; make toe in ordinary way,
on half the needles.
The above sock may be made on a larger
must be set to knit as tightly as possible.

cylinder.

The tension

Use our wools which are specially spun to suit
our machines.

Specially

Prepared
Machine

(alsoadapted

Knitting

Oil,

for other machinery),

TWO GALLONDRUM: ONEGALLONCAN: IN BOTTLES4 ozs.

Pressing Blocks

or

Shapes,

For pressing Stockings and Socks, giving them a uniform finish
and improving their appearance.
LIMITED SETS-9 BOARDS,OR FULL SET-19 BOARDS,
Prices on application:

Harrison Knitting & Textile Machinery Go. Limited,
48, Upper Brook Street,

Manchester.
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Having a long and wide experience

of Wool

and other yarns, we have gained a very high
reputation

for supplying

best qualities,
instructions,

the cheapest

and

and as they are spun to our
they can be relied upon to be

the most suitable for our machines.
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